The law of the iterated logarithm for discrepancies of {θ k x} is proved for θ < −1. When θ is not a power root of rational number, the limsup equals to 1/2. When θ is an odd degree power root of rational number, the limsup constants for ordinary discrepancy and star discrepancy are not identical.
Introduction
A sequence {a k } of real numbers is said to be uniformly distributed mod 1 if
for all 0 ≤ a < a < 1, or equivalently 
One of the most well known results on asymptotic behavior of discrepancies is ChungSmirnov theorem [13, 29] , which asserts the law of the iterated logarithm 
Beside of a result by Dhompongsa [14] stating that the limsup equals to 1 2 when {n k } satisfies very strong gap condition
any concrete value of limsup for exponentially growing sequence was not determined before the recent result below on divergent positive geometric progressions {θ k x}. 
then
